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Abstract10

Ontologies aresharedmodels of a domain that encode a view which is common to a set of different parties. Contexts are
localmodels that encode a party’s subjective view of a domain. In this paper, we show how ontologies can be contextualized,
thus acquiring certain useful properties that a pure shared approach cannot provide. We say that an ontology is contextualized
or, also, that it is acontextual ontology, when its contents are kept local, and therefore not shared with other ontologies, and
mapped with the contents of other ontologies via explicit (context) mappings. The result is Context OWL (C-OWL), a language
whose syntax and semantics have been obtained by extending the OWL syntax and semantics to allow for the representation of
contextual ontologies.
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. Introduction

The aim of the Semantic Web is to make informa-
ion on the World Wide Web more accessible using
achine-readable meta-data. In this context, the need

or explicit models of semantic information (terminolo-
ies and background knowledge) in order to support

� This paper is an extension and revision of the paper “C-OWL -
ontextualizing Ontologies”, presented at the Second International
emantic Web Conference (ISWC-2003).
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +39 0461 882088; fax: +39 0461

82093.
E-mail address:bouquet@dit.unitn.it (P. Bouquet).

information exchange has been widely acknowled
by the research community. Several different way
describing information semantics have been prop
and used in applications. However, we can disting
two broad approaches which follow somehow oppo
directions:

Ontologies are sharedmodels of some domain th
encode a view which is common to a set of
ferent parties[19];

Contexts are local (where local is intended here t
imply not shared) models that encode a part
view of a domain[14,13,12].

570-8268/$ – see front matter © 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
oi:10.1016/j.websem.2004.07.001
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Thus, ontologies are best used in applications where38

the core problem is the use and management of com-39

mon representations. Many applications have been de-40

veloped, for instance in bioinformatics[10], or for41

knowledge management purposes inside organizations42

[8]. Contexts, instead, are best used in those applica-43

tions where the core problem is the use and manage-44

ment of local and autonomous representations with a45

need for a limited and controlled form of globalization46

(or, using the terminology used in the context litera-47

ture, maintaininglocality still guaranteeing semantic48

compatibilityamong representations[12]). Examples49

of uses of contexts are the classifications of documents50

[6], distributed knowledge management[3], the devel-51

opment and integration of catalogs[11,4], peer-to-peer52

applications with a large degree ofautonomyof the53

peer nodes but still with a strong need ofcoordination54

[22] (with autonomy and coordination being the behav-55

ioral counterpart of the semantic need of locality and56

compatibility).57

Contexts and ontologies have both strengths and58

weaknesses. It can be argued that the strengths of on-59

tologies are the weaknesses of contexts and vice versa.60

On the one hand, the use of ontologies enables the par-61

ties to communicate and exchange information. Shared62

ontologies define a common understanding of specific63

terms, and thus make it possible to communicate be-64

tween systems on a semantic level. On the weak side,65

ontologies can be used only as long as consensus about66

their contents is reached. Furthermore, building and67

m , in68

p do-69

m en-70

c uals71
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a con-73

s ited74

c e de-75

s el-76
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l only78

b ents79

o ing80

t ties81

r82

log-83

i on-84

t the85

exact contrary, namely that contexts are all we need.86

Our attitude in this paper is quite pragmatical. We be-87

lieve that ontologies and contexts both have some ad-88

vantages and that, therefore, they should be integrated89

in the representational infrastructure of the Semantic90

Web. Thus, on the one hand, the intended meaning of91

terms provided by parties which are willing to share92

information can be more easily captured with an ontol-93

ogy (or a set of shared ontologies). On the other hand,94

multiple ontologies (or sets or shared ontologies) which95

contain information thatshould notbe integrated (an 96

obvious example being information which is mutually97

inconsistent) should be contextualized. We say that an98

ontology is contextualized, or that it is acontextual 99

ontology, if it is kept local (and therefore not shared100

with other ontologies) but its contents is put in rela-101

tion with the contents of other ontologies via explicit102

mappings. 103

Our approach in this paper is as follows. We take104

the notion of ontology as the core representation mech-105

anism for representing information semantics. To this106

end, we start from the standard Web ontology language107

OWL [17]. Notice that from OWL we inherit the pos- 108

sibility to have shared ontologies. We show, providing109

some motivating examples, that OWL cannot model110

certain situations (Section 4). Finally, we provide an 111

extension of OWL, that we callContextOWL(C-OWL), 112

which allows us to deal with all the examples ofSection 113

4. C-OWL integrates in a uniform way the, somehow114

orthogonal, key architectural features of contexts and115
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aintaining (!) them may become arbitrarily hard
articular in a very dynamic, open and distributed
ain like the Web. On the other hand, contexts

ode not shared interpretation schemas of individ
r groups of individuals. Contexts are easier to de
nd to maintain. They can be constructed with no
ensus with the other parties, or only with the lim
onsensus which makes it possible to achieve th
ired level of communication and only with the “r
vant” parties. On the weak side, since contexts

ocal to parties, communication can be achieved
y constructing explicit mappings among the elem
f the contexts of the involved parties; and extend

he communication to new topics and/or new par
equires the explicit definition of new mappings.

Depending on their attitude, from an epistemo
cal point of view, some people would argue that
ologies are all we need, while others would argue
E
D
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ntologies and the consequent semantic level d
nces.

The main technical contributions of this paper
he following:

. We provide a (somewhat synthetic) descriptio
OWL and its semantics, restating Patel-Schne
and Hayes’ semantics[19], in a formal framewor
more adequate to be extended (adapted) with a
textualized interpretation. These are the conten
Section 3.

. We modify the OWL semantics to make it a
to deal with the motivating examples reported
Section 4. These are the contents ofSection 5.

. We define the C-OWL syntax by taking the OW
syntax and by addingbridge rules, which allow to
relate, at the syntactic and at the semantic level,
cepts, roles and individuals in different ontolog
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We call a set of bridge rules between two ontolo-133

gies acontext mapping. Thus, acontextual ontol-134

ogy is an OWL ontology embedded in a space of135

other OWL ontologies and related to them via con-136

text mappings. We define the C-OWL semantics by137

taking the modified OWL semantics, as defined in138

Section 5. These are the contents ofSection 6.139

4. Finally, inSection 7we show how C-OWL can be140

used for the alignment of a set of independently141

developed medical ontologies. We argue that the142

medical domain benefits from the contextualization143

rather than a complete integration of ontologies,144

give some examples of possible mappings and show145

the use of C-OWL for reasoning about mappings.146

The semantics of C-OWL is obtained by modify-147

ing the OWL semantics[19] using the ideas and no-148

tions originally developed in[5], which is based on149

the semantics of context (the, so called, Local Mod-150

els Semantics[13]). The general notion of bridge rules151

were originally defined in[15] and further studied in152

[14,13,21,6,5]. The bridge rules proposed in this paper153

were first defined in[7]. Finally, the constructs for rep-154

resenting bridge rules have been taken from the context155

markup languageCtxML[6].156

2. Ontologies versus contexts, or globalize157

versus localize158

be-159

t ow160

m :161

• e-162

the163

. Via164

165

er,166

en167

ts are168

els,169

As170

t in171

ls.172

• kept173

m174

p-175

pings. In this approach, mappings are regarded as176

projections of a local representation onto another,177

and are first class modelling elements with a unique178

identity. In other words, also mappings are viewed179

as part of a local representation. This view makes it180

possible to have multiple alternative mappings be-181

tween the same pair of contexts, and to define map-182

pings in one direction that differ from the mappings183

in the opposite direction. 184

This different bias towards localization/globali-185

zation, and the consequent very different treatment of186

mappings lead to important semantic differences. OWL187

is mainly inspired by the Tarskian style semantics of188

propositional description logics. A model theoretic se-189

mantics is provided by mapping the elements of exist-190

ing models into an abstract domain, where concepts are191

represented by sets, relation by sets of tuples and in-192

stances by elements of that domain. When reasoning is193

performed across different models, then these models194

are assumed to share the interpretation domain. Thus,195

as a consequence, the mappings between two models196

become part of the overall model and define constraints197

on the elements of the original two models. 198

The situation is quite different when we move to199

contexts. In the Local Models Semantics, each context200

uses a local set of models and a local domain of inter-201

pretation. Relations between these local interpretation202

domains are established bydomain relationswhich ex- 203

plicitly codify how elements in one domain map into204
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At the architectural level, the crucial difference
ween the notions of context and ontology is in h
appings among multiple models are constructed

In OWL, the ability of combining models is r
stricted to the import of complete models and to
use of the imported elements by direct reference
the import mechanism, a set of local models isglob-
alized in a unique shared model (which, howev
keeps track of the original distinctions). It is oft
assumed that references to external statemen
only made for statements from imported mod
however, this is strictly speaking not required.
a consequence, mappings rather implicitly exis
terms of mutual use of statements across mode
In context-based approaches, local models are
localized. A limited and completely controlled for
of globalization is obtained by using explicit ma
E
D
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lements of the other domain. Domain relations
ndexed by source and target domain, making the
eversible and non-transitive; and bridge rules mo
nly the target context, leaving the source unaffec

. A global semantics for OWL

According to [19], an OWL ontology is a set o
nnotatedaxiomsandfacts, plus import references
ther ontologies. OWL ontologies can be referen
y means of a URI. Ontologies can also have ann

ions that can be used to record authorship and
nformation associated with an ontology. Since ann
ion directives have no effect on the semantics of O
ntologies in the abstract syntax, we ignore them
oncentrate on the OWL-DL fragment of OWL. T
anguage is equivalent to the SHOIQ(D+) DL, i
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SHIQ(D+) extended with an equivalent of the oneOf220

constructor. The proposed framework can be restricted221

or generalized to OWL-lite and OWL-full, respectively.222

Let I be a set of indexes, standing for a set223

of URIs of onotlogies. For instance,I contains224

http://www.w3.org/2002/ [07/owl]. Let also225

C, R andO be the sets of strings that can used to de-226

note concepts, roles and individuals, respectively. The227

disjoint union ofC, R andO is denoted withL.228

Definition 1 (OWL ontology). An OWL ontology (or229

simply an ontology) is a pair〈i, Oi〉, wherei ∈ I and230

Oi = 〈Ti, Ai〉 whereT andA are aT -box and anA-231

box, respectively in the SHOIQ(D+) description logic232

onL ∪ (I × L). 〈i, Oi〉 is an ontology with indexi.233

Suppose thatC, D, E, F ∈ C andr, s ∈ R. The fol-234

lowing are examples of concepts that can appear inOi.235

C, i :C, C 	D, j :E, C 	 (j :E), ∃r.C �D,236

∃(j :s).C � (j :F ) (1)237
238

Every expression occurring inOi without an index239

is intended to be in the language defined byOi, Li.240

The expressions appearing inOi with indexesj are241

supposed to be defined inOj; therefore they appear in242

Oj without index or with the indexj. We introduce the243

notions oflocal languageandforeign language.244

Definition 2 (Local language). A local concept, w.r.t.245

i, is an element ofC that appears inOi either without246

indexes or with index equal toi. Local roles and local247

i cal248

c249

d250

i251

252

o ng253

w nce,254

t255

a256

c257

i re258

r n259

c260

D261

f n262

O263

u e264

w265

Among the concepts described in (1),C andD are 266

local concepts w.r.t.i andr is a local role (w.r.t.i), while 267

E andF arej-foreign concepts ands is aj-foreign role. 268

By means of foreign concepts, roles and individuals,269

two ontologies can refer to thesamesemantic object 270

defined in a third ontology. 271

Definition 4 (OWL space). An OWL spaceis a family272

of ontologies{〈i, Oi〉}i∈I such that everyOi is an on- 273

tology, and for eachi �= j, the j-foreign language of 274

Oi is contained in the local language ofOj. 275

Moving to semantics, the idea is now to restate the276

semantics in[19] making explicit reference to the no-277

tions of local and foreign language. This distinction,278

crucial for the work developed in the next section, is279

not made in[19]. 280

The semantics for OWL spaces defined in[19] is 281

based on the intuition that, in OWL, as in RDF, a282

data type denotes the set of data values that is the283

value space for the data type. Concepts denote sets of284

individuals. Properties relate individuals to other in-285

formation, and are divided into two disjoint groups,286

data-valued properties and individual-valued proper-287

ties. Data-valued properties relate individuals to data288

values; individual-valued properties relate individuals289

to other individuals. 290

In the following, we assume that any domain we in-291

troduce (denoted by� possibly with indexes) contains 292

the union of the value spaces of the OWL data types293

a 294
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ndividuals are defined analogously. The set of lo
oncepts, local roles, and local individuals w.r.t.i are
enoted byCi, Ri, andOi. The local language toi, Li,

s the disjoint union of them.

Local objects of a languageLi are also calledi-
bjects. For notational convenience, in the followi
e always use the colon notation. Thus, for insta

he local conceptsC ∈ Ci of an ontologyOi are written
si : C. A foreign concept, or equivalently anon-local
oncept, w.r.t. i ∈ I, is a concept that appears inOi but
s defined in some ontologyOj. Foreign concepts a
eferred with the notationj :c. An analogous definitio
an be given for roles and individuals.

efinition 3 (Foreign language). For anyj �= i, a j-
oreign concept w.r.t.i is an element ofC that appears i

i with indexj. j-foreign roles andj-foreign individ-
als are defined analogously. Thej-foreign languag
.r.t. i is the disjoint union of them.
E
D
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nd Unicode strings.

efinition 5 (OWL interpretation[19]). An OWL in-
erpretation for the OWL space{〈i, Oi〉}i∈I , is a pair
= 〈

�I , (.)I
〉
, where�I , contains a non-empty set

bjects (the resources) and (.)I is a function such tha

. (i, C)I ⊆ �I for anyi ∈ I andC ∈ Ci;

. (i, r)I ⊆ �I ×�I for anyi ∈ I andr ∈ Ri;

. (i, o)I ∈ DI for anyi ∈ I ando ∈ Oi;

Notice that (.)I can be extended to all the comp
escriptions of SHIQ(D+) as usual. Statements

ained in the A-box and the T-box (i.e., facts and
oms) of an ontologyOi of an OWL space{〈i, Oi〉}i∈I
an be verified/falsified by an interpretation accord
he axioms written in[19].

We call the above interpretation, aglobal interpreta-
ion, to emphasize the fact that language is interpr

http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl
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against a global domain. We call the overall approach,310

theglobal semanticsapproach to OWL.311

Definition 6 (OWL axiom and fact satisfiability[19]).312

Given an OWL interpretationI for {〈i, Oi〉}i∈I , I sat-313

isfies a fact or an axiomφ of theOi according to the314

rules defined in the table “Interpretation of Axioms and315

Facts” of [19]. An OWL interpretationI satisfies an316

OWL space{〈i, Oi〉}i∈I , if I satisfies each axiom and317

fact ofOi, for anyi.318

Notice that we do not give any interpretation of the319

possibility forOi to import another ontologyOj. How-320

ever, from the logical point of view, importingOj into321

Oi can be thought of as duplicating all the statements322

of Oj in Oi.323

4. Motivating examples324

We provide some examples which cannot be repre-325

sented with the current syntax and semantics of OWL.326

These examples show the need to enrich ontologies327

with the capability to cope with:328

1. The directionality of information flow: we need to329

keep track of the source and the target ontology of330

a specific piece of information;331

2. Local domains: we need to give up the hypothesis332

that all ontologies are interpreted in a single global333

domain;334

3. Context mappings: we need to be able to state335

) of336

if-337

e-338

the339

340

E s341

O f342

O m.343

D344

s e345

c346

D347

B348

i349

this350

c n-351

t l352

concepts. Suppose thatO1 contains the axiomsA � B 353

andC � D. Suppose thatO2 importsO1, this implies 354

thatO2 contains 1:A � 1:B and 1:C � 1:D. Finally, 355

suppose thatO2 contains the extra axiom 1:B � 1:C. 356

We have that any interpretation of{〈1, O1〉 , 〈2, O2〉}, 357

should be such that (1 :A)I ⊆ (1 :B)I ⊆ (1 :C)I ⊆ (1 : 358

D)I ; and therefore (1:A)I ⊆ (1 :D)I . This means that 359

1:A � 1:D is a logical consequence of the statements360

contained in the OWL space and, therefore, that direc-361

tionality is not fulfilled. 362

Example 2 (A special form of directionality: the prop- 363

agation of inconsistency). Consider the previous exam-364

ple and suppose thatO2 contains also the following two 365

facts: 1 :A(a) and 1:¬D(a). O2 is inconsistent, but we 366

want to avoid the propagation of inconsistency toO1. 367

However, this is not possible as the fact that there is368

no interpretation that satisfies the axioms inO2, auto- 369

matically implies that there is no interpretation for the370

whole OWL space, either. 371

Example 3 (Local domains). Consider the ontology372

OWCM of a worldwide organization on car manufactur-373

ing. Suppose thatOWCM contains the “standard” de- 374

scription of a car with its components. Clearly, such a375

domain should be abstract and general enough so that376

it could be used (imported) by a large set of users deal-377

ing with cars.OWCM contains the conceptcar which is 378

supposet to capture any possible car, not only the ac-379

tual physical cars in circulation.OWCM contains also 380

a general axiom stating that a car has exactly one381

e 382

C ) 383

S , say384

F dard385

a 386

T logy387

p ine388

o fore,389

t ies390

O 391

W 392

W 393

( n 394
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that two elements (concepts, roles, individuals
two ontologies, though being (extensionally) d
ferent, arecontextually related, for instance b
cause they both refer to the same object in
world.

xample 1 (Directionality). Consider two ontologie
1 and O2 and suppose thatO2 is an extension o
1, i.e.,O2 importsO1 and adds it some new axio
irectionality is fulfilled if the axioms added toO2
hould not affect what is stated inO1. Consider th
ase whereO1 contains the axiomsA � B andC �
; furthermore, suppose thatO2 contains the axiom
� C. We would like to deriveA � D in O2 but not

n O1.
Let us see how the global semantics behaves in

ase. Let{〈1, O1〉 , 〈2, O2〉} be the OWL space co
aining O1 and O2. Let A, B, C, and D be 1 loca
E
D
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ngine.

ar� (≥ 1)hasEngine	 (≤ 1)HasEngine (2

uppose that two car manufacturing companies
errari and Porche, decide to adopt the WCM stan
nd import it in their ontologies,OFerrari andOPorche.
he two companies customize the general onto
rovided by WCM by adding the fact that the eng
f a car is one of the engines they produce. There

he following two axioms are added to the ontolog
Ferrari andOPorcherespectively.

CM:car� ∀hasEngine.{F23, F34i} (3)

CM:car� ∀hasEngine.{P09, P98i} (4)

3) states that, in the ontologyOFerrari, a car has a
23 or anF45i engine (two Ferrari’s engines). Si

lar interpretation is given to (4). Notice that the
oms above are supposed to have a local scope
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they are supposed to be true only withing the on-398

tology they are stated. However, from the seman-399

tical point of view, assuming global semantics im-400

plies that the effect of an axiom global. Indeed, ac-401

cording to the global semantics, any interpretation402

of the OWL space containingOWCM, OFerrari and403

OPorche is such that, either (F23)IFerrari = (P09l)IPorche404

or (F34i)IFerrari = (P09)IPorche, which is not what we405

want as Ferrari does not produce Porche’s engines and406

neither vice-versa. The main problem here is the di-407

versity of the domains betweenOFerrari andOPorche,408

and the fact that each of the two companies wants to409

reason in its own local domain, ignoring the fact that410

there are cars which engines different from the ones411

they produce.412

Example 4 (Context mappings). Suppose, we have an413

ontologyOFIAT describing cars from a manufacturing414

point of view, and a completely independent ontology415

OSale describing cars from a car vendor point of view.416

The two concepts of car defined in the two ontologies,417

(that can be referred bySale :Car andFIAT: Car) are418

very different and it makes no sense for either ontol-419

ogy to import the concept of car from the other. The420

two concepts are not extensionally equivalent and the421

instances ofFIAT : Car do not belong toSale :Car and422

vice-versa. On the other hand, the two concepts de-423

scribe the same real-world class of objects from two424

different points of view, and there can be many rea-425

s in-426

s hich427

c428

F WL429

a430

S431

i432

C433

i evel.434

se-435

m n-436

d WL437

s438

5. A semantics for contextual ontologies 439

In this section, we incrementally extend/modify the440

OWL global semantics, and in the last subsection, also441

its syntax, in order to be able to model the above ex-442

amples. 443

5.1. Directionality 444

We modify the definition of interpretation given445

above according to the intuition described in[5]. The 446

main idea is that we split a global interpretation into a447

family of (local) interpretations, one for each ontology.448

Furthermore, we allow for an ontology to be locally in-449

consistent, i.e., not to have a local interpretation. In this450

case, we associate toOi a special “interpretation”H, 451

called ahole, that verifies any set of axioms, possibly452

contradictory. 453

Definition 7 (Hole). A Hole is a pair
〈
�H, (.)H

〉
, such 454

that�H is a non-empty set and (.)H is a function that 455

maps every constant ofOi into an element of�H, every 456

concept ofCi in the whole�H and every role ofRi into 457

the set�H ×�H.H is called a hole on�H. 458

Analogously to what done in[5], the function (.)H 459

can be extended to complex descriptions and complex460

roles in the obvious way. 461

Definition 8 (Satisfiability in a hole).H satisfies all 462

the axioms and facts, i.e., ifφ is an axiom or a fact, 463

H |= φ. 464

f the465

l this466

o this467

d thing468

m that469

a ng,470

w ter-471

p ing472

a e by473
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D n 475

O ce476

{ 477〈
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L e 480
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ons for wanting to integrate this information. For
tance, one might need to build a new concept w
ontains (some of) the information inSale :Car and in
IAT: Car. This connection cannot be stated via O
xioms, as, for instance

ale : Car≡ FIAT : Car

mplies that

arISale = CarIFIAT

.e., that the two classes coincide at the instance l
In this example, the problem is not only at the

antic level. As the following section will show, ha
ling this example requires an extension of the O
yntax.
E
D
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Therefore, a hole is merely a representation o
ocal interpretation of an ontology in cases where
ntology is inconsistent. In the classical setting,
istinction was not needed, because there was no
ore to say about an inconsistent model other than
ny fact is derivable from it. In the distributed setti
e still want to be able to talk about the global in
retation and therefore need an explicit way of talk
bout inconsistent local interpretation. This is don
sing the notion of a hole.

efinition 9 (OWL interpretation with holes). A
WL interpretation with holes for the OWL spa
〈i, Oi〉}i∈I , is a familyI = {Ii}i∈I , where eachIi =
�Ii , (.)Ii

〉
, called thelocal interpretationof Oi, is ei-

her an interpretation ofLi on �Ii , or it is a hole fo
i on�Ii , and for alli ∈ I, each�Ii coincides and ar
qual to a set denoted by�I .
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Each (.)Ii can be extended in the usual way to inter-482

pret local descriptions. Foreign descriptions are inter-483

preted by the combination of the different (.)Ii for each484

i ∈ I. In particular for any concept, role or individual485

of the alphabetLj, (.)Ii can be extended to be the same486

as (.)Ij . Namely:487

(j :x)Ii = (x)Ij (5)488

which can intuitively be read as, “the meaning of thej-489

foreign conceptj :x occurring inOi is the same as the490

meaning ofx occurring inOj”. Since all interpretations491

share the same domain, this semantics is well founded.492

Namely, the interpretation ofj-foreign concepts ini493

are contained in the domain ofi, �Ii . In the following,494

we give some examples of (.)Ii , for which we suppose495

thatC, D ∈ Ci andr ∈ Ri andD, F ∈ Cj ands ∈ Rj.496

CIi =
{

Any subset of�Ii if Ii �= Hi

�I otherwise
497

(C 	D)Ii = (C)Ii ∩ (D)Ii498

(C 	 j : E)Ii = (C)Ii ∩ (E)Ij499

(¬C)Ii =
{

�I \ (C)Ii if Ii �= Hi

�I otherwise
(j : E)Ii = (E)Ij500

(¬j :E)Ii =
{

�I \ (E)Ij if Ii �= Hi

�I otherwise
(6)501

502

D L503

i504

a505

i L506

s of507

O508

-509

fi n-510

t if511

e s512

a513

lti-514

m ns515

b me516

a fied517

i eta-518

t t519

holes. Suppose that (A)I1 �⊆ (B)I2. Then we have that 520

1:A � 2:B is not satisfied if it occurs inO2, while it 521

is satisfied if it occurs inO3. 522

Example 5 (Examples 1 and 2 formalized). Consider523

the OWL interpretation with holes,I = {I1, I2} de- 524

fined as follows 525

1. �I1 = {a, b, c, d}, AI1 = {a}, BI1 = {a, b}, CI1 = 526

{c}, DI1 = {c, d}, 527

2. �I2 = {a, b, c, d}, andI2 = H2, i.e.I2 is a hole. 528

I is an interpretation for the OWL space containingO1 529

andO2, since 530

1. I1 |= A � B, I1 |= C � D, andI1 �|= A � D, by 531

construction ofI1, 532

2. I2 |= 1:A � 1:B, I2 |= 1:B � 1:C, andI2 |= 1: 533

C � 1:D, becauseI2 is a hole. 534

Notice thatI is an interpretation that satisfiesO2 (i.e., 535

1:A � 1:B 1:B � 1:C, and 1:C � 1:D), without 536

makingA � D true inO1. 537

To formalizeExample 2, we consider the same in-538

terpretation as above. This interpretation satisfies any539

axiom inO2 (I2 is a hole) still keepingO1 consistent 540

(I1 is an interpretation which is not a hole and which541

satisfiesO1). 542

5.2. Local domains 543

sec-544

t main,545

n es of546

t s, for547

i peak548

a ciate549

t ay550

o two551

o 552

D - 553

m ns554

f 555

w 556

t 557

a 558

559

b he560
U
N

C
O

R
R

E

efinition 10 (Axiom satisfiability). Given an OW
nterpretation with holes,I for {〈i, Oi〉}i∈I , I satisfies

fact or an axiomφ of theOi, in symbolsI |= i : φ

f Ii |= φ. An OWL interpretationI satisfies an OW
pace{〈i, Oi〉}i∈I , if I satisfies each axiom and fact
i for eachi.

Notice that any global OWL interpretationI, as de
ned inDefinition 5, is a special case of an OWL i
erpretation with holes (Definition 9). This happens
veryIi is not a hole. SoDefinition 9can be seen a
n extension ofDefinition 5.

Let us see how holes affect satisfiability and u
ately how they allow to better model the intuitio
ehind OWL. A first effect of holes is that the sa
xiom can be satisfied in an ontology and not satis

n another. Consider for instance the OWL interpr
ion with holes{I1, I2,H3}, whereI1 andI2 are no
E
D

WEBSEM 26 1–19

The OWL semantics described in the previous
ion assumes the existence of a unique shared do
amely, that each ontology describes the properti

he whole universe. In many cases, this is not true a
nstance, an ontology on cars is not supposed to s
bout medicines, or food. The idea here is to asso

o each ontology a local domain. Local domains m
verlap as we have to cope with the case where
ntologies refer to the same object.

efinition 11 (OWL interpretation with local do
ains). An OWL interpretation with local domai

or the OWL space{〈i, Oi〉}i∈I , is a familyI = {Ii}i∈I ,
here eachIi =

〈
�Ii , (.)Ii

〉
, called thelocal interpre-

ationof Oi, is either an interpretation ofLi on�Ii , or
hole.

Definition 11is obtained fromDefinition 9simply
y dropping the restriction on domain equality. T
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interpretation (.)Ii is extended to complex concepts,561

roles, and individuals, in the usual way. We have to562

take care, however, thatj-foreign concepts, roles, and563

individuals used inOi could be interpreted (by the local564

interpretationIj) in a (set of) object(s) which are not in565

the local domain�Ii . Indeed, to deal with this problem,566

we have to impose that any expression occurring in567

Oi should be interpretable in the local domain�Ii .568

As a consequence, we restrict the interpretation of any569

foreign conceptC ∈ Cj, any foreign roler ∈ Rj and570

any foreign individuala ∈ Oj as follows:571

1. (j :C)Ii = (C)Ij ∩�Ii572

2. (j :r)Ii = (r)Ij ∩ (�I ×�I )573

3. (j :a)Ii = (a)Ij574

Notice that point 3 above implicitly imposes that if575

a j-foreign constantj :a is used in the ontologyOi,576

then its interpretation inj, i.e.,aIj , must be contained577

in the domain�Ii . Let us now see how we can deal578

with Example 3.579

Example 6 (Example 3 formalized). Consider580

the OWL interpretation with local domains,I =581

{IWCM, IFerrari, IPorche} for the OWL space containing582

OWCM,OFerrari, andOPorche. Suppose that�WCM con-583

tains four individualsc1, . . . , c4 for cars and four indi-584

vidualse1, . . . , e4 for engines, withhasEngineIWCM =585

{〈c1, e1〉 , . . . , 〈c4, e4〉}. Let �Ferrari= {c1, c2, e1, e2}586

and�Porche= {c3, c4, e3, e4}. be the local domains for587

O588

i d589

t590

s591

at-592

i y593

o ter-594

p e595

{ sly596

t w-597

e he’s598

e599

5600

dif-601

f on-602

t erty603

holds between elements of two different ontologies.604

Thus, for instance, inExample 4, one possible map- 605

ping could allow us to say that the classCar in the 606

ontologyOFIAT contains the same cars as (or, as we607

say, is contextually equivalent to) the class ofCar de- 608

fined in the ontologyOSale. As from Example 4, this 609

cannot be done via local axioms within an ontology. 610

The basic notion towards the definition of context611

mappings arebridge rules. 612

Definition 12 (Bridge rules). A bridge rule fromi to j 613

is a statement of one of the four following forms, 614

i :x
�−→ j :y, i :x

�−→ j :y, i :x
≡−→ j :y, 615

i :x
⊥−→ j :y, i :x

∗−→ j :y, 616

wherex andy are either concepts, or individuals, or617

roles of the languagesLi andLj respectively. 618

A mapping between two ontologies is a set of bridge619

rules between them. 620

Definition 13 (Mapping). Given a OWL space 621

{〈i, Oi〉}i∈I a mappingMij from Oi to Oj is a set of 622

bridge rules fromOi to Oj, for somei, j ∈ I. 623

Mappings are directional, i.e.,Mij is not the inverse 624

of Mji. A mappingMij might be empty. This repre- 625

sents the impossibility forOj to interpret anyi-foreign 626

concept into some local concept. DuallyMij might be 627

a set of bridge rules of the formi :x
≡−→ j :y for any 628

elementx (concept, role, and individual) ofOi. This 629

r 630

e 631

t the632

O rt-633

i 634

M 635

d e 636

i ge,637

w 638

t s. 639

D pair640

c 641

{ 642

ex-643

t al644

d 645

r 646
U
N

C
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R
R

E
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Ferrari andOPorcherespectively. Suppose thatIFerrari
nterpretsF23 andF34i in e1 ande2 respectively, an
hat IPorche interpretsP09 andP98i in e3 ande4 re-
pectively.

This OWL interpretation with local domains s
sfies all the axioms (2), as inIWCM a car has onl
ne engine; it satisfies axioms (3) since the in
retation ofcar :WCM in OFerrari is restricted to b
c1, c2}whose engine is a ferrari engines. Analogou
his OWL interpretation satisfies (4). Notice ho
ver that Ferrari’s engines are disjoint from Porc
ngines.

.3. Context mappings

We have concepts, roles and individuals local to
erent ontologies and domains of interpretation. A c
ext mapping allows us to state that a certain prop
E
D
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epresents the operation of mapping all ofOi into an
quivalent subset ofOj. If this subset isOj itself then

his becomes the contextual mapping version of
WL import operation. However, notice that impo

ngOi intoOj is not the same as mappingOi toOj with
ij. In both cases, information goes fromi to j. The

ifference is that, in the former case,Oj duplicates th
nformation ofi- foreign elements without any chan
hile, in the latter,Oj translates (via the mappingMij)

he semantics ofOi into its internal (local) semantic

efinition14 (Context space). A context space is a
omposed of an OWL space{〈i, Oi〉}i∈I and a family
Mij}i,j∈I of mappings fromi toj, for each pairi, j ∈ I.

To give the semantics of context mappings we
end the definition of OWL interpretation with loc
omains with the notion ofdomain relation. A domain
elationrij ⊆ �Ii ×�Ij states, for each element in�Ii
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to which element in�Ij it corresponds to. The seman-647

tics for bridge rules fromi to j can then be given with648

respect torij.649

Definition 15 (Interpretation for context650

spaces). An interpretation for a context space651 〈{〈i, Oi〉}i∈I , {Mij}ij∈I
〉

is composed of a pair652 〈
I, {rij}i,j∈I

〉
. whereI is an OWL interpretation with653

holes and local domains of{〈i, Oi〉}i∈I and rij, the654

domain relation fromi to j, is a subset of�Ii ×�Ij .655

Definition 16 (Satisfiability of bridge rules1).656

1. I |= i :x
�−→ j :y if rij(xIi ) ⊆ yIj ;657

2. I |= i :x
�−→ j :y if rij(xIi ) ⊇ yIj ;658

3. I |= i :x
≡−→ j :y if rij(xIi ) = yIj ;659

4. I |= i :x
⊥−→ j :y if rij(xIi ) ∩ yIj = ∅;660

5. I |= i :x
∗−→ j :y rij(xIi ) ∩ yIj �= ∅;661

An interpretation for a context space is a model for it662

if all the bridge rules are satisfied.663

Whenx andy are concepts, sayC andD, the intu-664

itive reading ofi :C
�−→ j :D, is that thei-local concept665

C is more specific than thej-conceptD. An analogous666

reading can be given toi :C
�−→ j :D. The intuitive667

reading ofi :C
⊥−→ j :D is thatC is disjoint fromD.668

Finally, the intuitive reading ofi :C
∗−→ j :D is thatC669

andD are two concepts which are compatible. Whenx670

a
�

671

a ented672

b673

c674

s pre-675

s676

t e677

s e678

l679

f se680

o s).681

i n-682

r683

m684

e in-
t ather
t

Example 7 (Examples 4 and 3 formalized). The fact685

that Sale :Car describes thesameset of objects from 686

two different points of view, can be captured by assert-687

ing the bridge rule: 688

Sale :Car
≡−→ FIAT: Car (7) 689

The domain relation fromOSale to OFIAT of any con- 690

textual interpretation satisfying (7) will be such that691

rij(Car)ISale = (Car)IFIAT . 692

6. C-OWL: extending OWL 693

In the previous sections, we showed how certain694

requirements with respect to a contextual representa-695

tion, in particular local domains and directionality can696

be achieved by a modification of the OWL semantics697

keeping its syntax unchanged. This allows us to698

define Context OWL as a strict extension of the OWL699

standard This minimal invasive approach guarantees a700

wide applicability of the model proposed here. In fact,701

we can create an OWL space by defining mappings702

between already existing ontologies on the web. What703

is left to be done is to define an appropriate language704

for representing mappings between OWL ontologies705

along the ideas presented in the previous section.706

C-OWL can therefore be straightforwardly obtained707

from CtxML [6] by substituting the language for708

representing contexts in item 1 with OWL, and by709

keeping item 2 unchanged. As a consequence, C-OWL710

h we711

b nta-712

t g 713

c rty714

o m-715

p r the716

c ner.717

for718

s g an719

e tion720

a sen-721

t 722

as723

fi from724

t f ad-725

v t of726

v uage727

f WL728
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ndy are individuals, theni :x −→ j :y states thaty is
more abstract representation of the object repres
y x in i (intuitively, there might be more than onex’s

orresponding to the samey) Vive-versai :x
�−→ j :y

tates thaty is a less abstract (more concrete) re
entation of the object represented byx in i (intuitively
here might be more than oney’s corresponding to th
amex). i :x

≡−→ j :y states thatx andy are at the sam
evel of abstraction. Notice that, we addi :a

≡−→ j :a
or any individuala of �i and�j we reduce to the ca
f OWL interpretation with holes and local domain

:x
⊥−→ j :y states thatx andy denotes completely u

elated objects. Whilei :x
∗−→ j :y states thatx andy

ight be related.

1 In this definition, to be more homogeneous, we consider th
erpretations of individuals to be sets containing a single object r
han the object itself.
E
D
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as the full representational power of OWL when
oil down to using ontologies, and the full represe

ional power ofCtxML when we boil down to usin
ontextual information. The further nice prope
f C-OWL is that the two components are co
letely orthogonal and one can use the ontology o
ontextual component in a totally independent man

In this section, we define an RDF-based syntax
uch mappings. We introduce the semantics usin
xample, explain the different parts of the specifica
nd define an RDF schema for the mapping repre

ation.
The philosophy of C-OWL is to treat mappings

rst class and to represent them independently
he ontologies they connect. There are a couple o
antages of this approach. From a syntactic poin
iew, the advantage is that we can define a lang
or specifying mappings independently from the O
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Fig. 1. A C-OWL mapping from the ontology “wine” to the ontology “vino”.

syntax specification. the resulting language will refer to729

elements of the OWL specification without extending730

it.731

Fig. 1shows an example mapping of two ontologies732

about wines. In order to represent this mapping, we733

have to capture the following aspects:734

• a unique identifier for referring to the mapping;735

• a reference to the source ontology;736

• a reference to the target ontology;737

• a set of bridge rules relating classes from the two738

ontologies, each described by:739

• (a reference to) the source concept;740

• (a reference to) the target concept;741

• the type of the bridge rule, which is one of≡ �,742

�,⊥, ∗.743

Fig. 2 shows an RDF-based representation of744

these elements. We use a resource of the type745

cowl:Mapping as a root element of the descrip-746

tion. This resource is linked to two OWL models us-747

ing the propertiessourceOntology and targe-748

tOntology . The ontologies are represented by ref-749

erence to their namespace. Further, the resource rep-750

resenting the overall mapping is linked to a num-751

ber of resources through thecowl:bridgeRule752

property. These resources represent the individ-753

ual rules in the mappings and can be of type754

cowl:Equivalent , cowl:Into , cowl:Onto ,755

cowl:Incompatible or cowl:Compatible756

e ove.757

E le is758

l gy759

through thecowl:source and to a class from the 760

target ontology by thecowl:target property. The 761

classes can be represented by a reference to the corre-762

sponding resource in the ontology definition but it can763

also be a complex OWL class definition that uses el-764

ements from the respective ontology. In this way, we765

can represent complex mappings that go beyond se-766

mantic relations between class names. We have defined767

an RDF schema for the mapping representation. This768

schema is shown inFig. 7. 769

7. Aligning medical ontologies with C-OWL 770

The need for terminology integration has been771

widely recognized in the medical area leading to a num-772

ber of efforts for defining standardized terminologies.773

It is, however, also acknowledged by the literature, that774

the creation of a single universal terminology for the775

medical domain is neither possible nor beneficial, be-776

cause different tasks and viewpoints require different,777

often incompatible conceptual choices[9]. As a result, 778

a number of communities of practice have been evolved779

that commit to one of the proposed standards. This sit-780

uation demands for a weak for of integration, also re-781

ferred to as alignment in order to be able to exchange782

information between the different communities. 783

The notion of contextualized ontologies can provide784

such an alignment by allowing the co-existence of dif-785

ferent, even in mutually inconsistent models that are786

c bove,787

t isfies788

t they789
U
N

C
O

Rach representing one of the types mentioned ab
ach of the resources representing a bridge ru

inked to an OWL class from the target ontolo
WEBSEM 26 1–19

onnected by semantic mappings. As discussed a
he nature of the proposed semantic mappings sat
he requirements of the medical domain, because
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Fig. 2. Specification of the mappings from Fig. 1.
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do not require any changes to the connected ontolo-790

gies and do not create logical inconsistency even if the791

models are incompatible.792

7.1. (Bio-)medical ontologies793

In the medical area, a lot of work has been done on794

the definition and standardization of terminologies.2
795

The result of these efforts is a large number of medical796

terminologies and classifications. The complexity of797

the terminologies used in medicine and the strong need798

for quality control has also lead to the development799

of ontologies that feature complex concept definition800

(compare[16] for a discussion of the required expres-801

siveness). Some of these ontologies are available in802

OWL and can be seen as the first OWL applications803

that have a use in real life applications. We briefly804

introduce three medical ontologies that are available in805

OWL.806

7.1.1. Galen807

The Motivation for the GALEN project[20] is the808

difficulty in exchanging clinical data between different809

persons and organizations due to the heterogeneity of810

the terminology used. As a result of the project, the811

GALEN Coding Reference model has been developed.812

This reference model is an ontology that covers general813

medical terms, relations between those terms as well814

as complex concepts that are defined using basic terms815

and relations. We used an OWL version of the GALEN816

m t 400817

r818

7819

tics820

i -821

f tics822

t s in a823

s lity,824

t hich825

i gy.826

T 800827

t se828

s ntol-829

o ons.830

[ s.

7.1.3. UMLS 831

The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)832

[18] is an attempt to integrate different medical termi-833

nologies and to provide a unified terminology that can834

be used across multiple medical information sources.835

Examples of medical terminologies that have been in-836

tegrated in UMLS are MeSH and SNOWMED. In our837

case study, we used the UMLS semantic network. The838

corresponding model that is available as OWL file con-839

tains 134 semantic types organized in a hierarchy as840

well as 54 relations between them with associated do-841

main and range restrictions. 842

7.2. Alignment scenario 843

C-OWL and especially its formal semantics pro-844

vides us with several possibilities concerning the align-845

ment of the medical ontologies mentioned above. We846

assume that the goal is to establish a connection be-847

tween the Tambis and the GALEN ontology in such848

a way that the two models with their different fo-849

cus supplement each other. The first option is to di-850

rectly link the two ontologies by defining appropri-851

ate bridge rules which formalizes the semantic rela-852

tion between concepts in the two ontologies. These853

bridge rules can be represented using the syntax de-854

scribed in the previous section and stored in separated855

files that can be used by a third parties. A second856

option for aligning Tambis and GALEN is based on857

a third, already existing, more general model of the858

d re-859

l 860

i tol-861
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ed-864
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odel that contains about 3100 classes and abou
elations.

.1.2. Tambis
The aim of the transparent access to bioinforma

nformation sources (Tambis)[1] is to provide an in
rastructure that allows researchers in Bioinforma
o access multiple sources of biomedical resource
ingle interface. In order to achieve this functiona
he project has developed the Tambis Ontology, w
s an explicit representation of biomedical terminolo
he complete version of Tambis contains about 1

erms. The DAML + OIL version we used in the ca
tudy actually contains a subset of the complete o
gy. It contains about 450 concepts and 120 relati

2 See e.g.http://www.medinf.muluebeck.de/˜inge-
nerf/terminology/Index.html ] for a collection of standard
E
D
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omain (UMLS in this case). In this setting, the
ation between Tambis and GALEN can belogically
nferred from the relations between each single on
gy and the more general ontology UMLS as show
ig. 3.

Being the result of an integration of different m
cal terminologies (compare[2]), the UMLS semanti
etwork is such a general model, that we can assu
s a general medical ontology that covers most o
ontent of Tambis, GALEN and also other prospec
ntologies that we might want to align. Its import

o notice that the fact that UMLS completely cov
ALEN and Tambis is not a strong requirement,
artial coverage does not prevents us to define p
lignment.

In order to explore the use of C-OWL for the alig
ent of medical ontologies, we conducted a small

tudy in aligning the ontologies mentioned above u

http://www.medinf.muluebeck.de/ {}ingenerf/terminology/Index.html
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Fig. 3. Indirect Alignment of Tambis and GALEN using UMLS.

the UMLS semantic network as a central terminology.877

We investigated the upper parts of the ontologies and878

identified areas with a sufficient overlap. Such an over-879

lap between all three models exists with respect to the880

following three areas:881

Processes:Different physiological, biological and882

chemical processes related to the functioning of the883

human body and to the treatment of malfunctions.884

Substances:Substances involved in physiological885

processes including chemical, biological and phys-886

ical substances.887

Structures: Objects and object assemblies that form888

the human body or parts of it. Further, structures889

used in the treatment of diseases.890

We analyzed the three models with respect to these891

three topics. Based on the comparison of the three mod-892

els, we define mappings between Tambis and GALEN893

and the UMLS terminology. These mappings consist894

of sets of bridge rules each connecting single concepts895

or concept expressions.896

In the following, we discuss the ability of C-OWL897

to reason about the defined mappings using examples898

from the substances topic. We describe inferred knowl-899

edge about the mappings in terms of detected inconsis-900

tencies and derived semantic relations between the two901

ontologies.902

7903

ub-904

s mes905

substances in a physical sense and energy making it906

more general than the notion of substance in UMLS 907

GeneralisedSubstance
�←→ Substance 908

The actual notion of substance as defined in GALEN909

is not as we might expect equivalent to the no-910

tion of substance in UMLS, because it also con-911

tains some notions that are found under anatomical912

structures in UMLS. We can, however, state that the913

GALEN notion of substance is more specific than914

the union of substances and anatomical structures in915

UMLS. 916

Substance
�←→ Substance� AnatomicalStructure 917

The next GALEN concept that also occurs in UMLS but918

has a slightly different meaning is the notion of body919

substance. The difference is illustrated in the fact that920

it also covers the notion of tissue which is found under921

anatomical structures in UMLS. We conclude that the922

notion of body substance in GALEN in a broader one923

than in UMLS. 924

BodySubstance
�←→ Body Substance 925

The other main class of substances mentioned in926

GALEN are chemical substances. Looking at the things927

contained under this notion, we conclude that it is928

e 929

C 930
U
N

C
O

R.3. Examples from the alignment

GALEN contains the notion of a generalized s
tance which is a notion of substance that subsu
WEBSEM 26 1–19

quivalent to the notion of chemical in UMLS.

hemicalSubstance
≡←→ Chemical
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Fig. 4. Inconsistent mapping in the example.

We can also find the correspondences to the distinction931

between elementary and complex chemicals made by932

GALEN in UMLS. Elementary chemicals are a special933

case of the UMLS concept of elements ion or isotope.934

ElemetaryChemical
�←→ ElementIon or Isotop935

Complex chemicals contain all kinds of chemical936

substances sometimes viewed structurally, sometimes937

functionally. Therefore, we cannot related this concept938

to one of these views taken by UMLS. We also notice939

that there are notions of complex chemicals in GALEN940

that do not occur under chemicals in UMLS - e.g. Drugs941

that related to the concept of clinical drug classified un-942

der manufactured objects.943

Drug
≡←→ Clinical Drug944

Further, the UMLS views on chemicals also contain el-945

ementary chemicals. Consequently, we can only define946

the notion of complex chemical to be compatible with947

the union of the two views in UMLS948

ComplexChemical
∗←→ ChemicalViewed949

Structurally950

�ChemicalViewed Functional951

On the level of more concrete chemical notions, we find952

a number of correspondences mentioned in the follow-953

i s in954

UMLS 955

NAMEDHormone
≡←→ Hormone 956

Proteins are more specific than amino acids, peptides957

or proteins. 958

Protein
�←→ Amino Acid Peptideor Protein 959

The notions of lipid and of carbohydrate are the same960

in the two models 961

Lipid
≡←→ Lipid 962

Carbohydrate
≡←→ Carbohydrate 963

There is an overlap between the notion of acid in964

GALEN and the concepts amino acid, peptide or pro-965

tein and Nucleic acid, nucleosid or protein in UMLS. 966

Acid
∗←→ Amino Acid Peptideor Protein 967

�Nucleic Acid Nucleosidor Protein 968

Finally, metals can be defined to be a special case of969

inorganic chemicals. 970

Metal
�←→ InorganicChemical 971

In summary, we were able to find a lot of correspon-972

d the973
U
N

C
Ong. Named hormones are equivalent to hormone
WEBSEM 26 1–19

ences on the level of groups of chemicals. While
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Fig. 5. Derivation of additional mappings.

models disagreed on the higher level structuring of sub-974

stances, they shared a lot of more concrete concepts.975

As a consequence, we found a number of equivalence976

and subsumption relationships between substances at977

a lower level while at the more general level, we of-978

ten had to use weak relations or link to very general979

concepts.980

Fig. 6. Derivation of semantic relations in the merged model.

7.4. Benefits of using C-OWL 981

In the experiment, we defined mappings in a ad-982

hoc rather than a systematic fashion. Such an ad hoc983

approach for defining mappings bears the risk of in-984

consistency and in completeness. We cannot prevent985

the definition of inconsistent or incomplete mappings,
N
C

U

WEBSEM 26 1–19
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Fig. 7. RDF schema defining the extensions to OWL.
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but the semantics of C-OWL can be used to verify and986

extend a defined mapping in order to detect inconsis-987

tencies and implied mappings. In the following, we988

give examples of the use of the C-OWL semantics to989

verify and extend the mappings between the substance990

information in the different medical ontologies.991

7.4.1. Verification of mappings992

A mapping can become inconsistent if two classes993

who are known to overlap, e.g. because they are sub-994

classes of each other, link to disjoint concepts in another995

model. An example of this situation can be found in the996

substance related part of the alignment.Fig. 4 shows997

the situation. On the right hand side, the extensions of998

the UMLS concept chemical substances and some of its999

subclasses are sketched. UMLS distinguishes between1000

chemical from a structural and a functional view. In the1001

case where these two views are defined to be disjoint1002

(one can either take a structural or a functional view but1003

not both), we get an inconsistency with the mappings1004

defined for the Tambis ontology, because the mappings1005

claims that the image of the concept chemical is exactly1006

the extension of the structural view. At the same time,1007

we claim that the image of enzyme which is a subclass1008

of chemical is exactly the extension of the UMLS con-1009

cept Enzyme which is classified under the functional1010

view on chemicals in UMLS and therefore disjoint from1011

the structural view. This however is now possible in the1012

C-OWL semantics as the image of enzyme is a subset1013

of the image of chemical by definition.1014

the1015

e n the1016

o use1017

o fect.1018

I are1019

n ich1020

w dd a1021

c em-1022

i nal1023

v ill1024

h s de-1025

s1026

71027

cies1028

i dge1029

r ones1030

t the1031

defined rules explicit. We illustrate this possibility1032

by discussing possible implications of an equivalence1033

mapping.Fig. 5 illustrates parts of the alignment of1034

substance related alignment of UMLS and GALEN. In1035

particular, it shows the rule stating an equivalence be-1036

tween the GALEN class chemical and the UMLS class1037

chemical substance which is part of the alignment. The1038

definitions in UMLS state that chemical substances are1039

less general than the class generalized substance, more1040

general than complex chemicals and disjoint from pro-1041

cesses. As the existing bridge rule states that the image1042

of chemical is exactly the extension of chemical sub-1043

stance in UMLS, these relations also hold between this1044

image and the other UMLS classes mentioned. The1045

relations can be explicated by adding corresponding1046

bridge rules stating that the image of chemicals is more1047

general than complex chemicals, less general that gen-1048

eralized substance and disjoint from processes. 1049

Similar inferences can be made based on bridge1050

rules indicating specialization and generalization re-1051

lations. If we replace the equivalence inFig. 5by a rule 1052

stating that chemicals is more specific than chemical1053

substances, we are still able to infer the relations to1054

generalized substances and to processes. Just the one1055

to complex chemicals will be lost, because the image1056

of chemicals might only overlap or be disjoint from1057

the extension of the respective concept. Conversely,1058

replacing the equivalence by bridge rule stating that1059

chemicals is more general than chemical substances1060

would have preserved the conclusion that chemicals1061

i stat-1062

i ces1063

w lex1064

c 1065

7 1066

the1067

a am-1068

b ntic1069

c els as1070

w gs1071

b s to1072

U do-1073

m d by1074

t when1075

w d. In1076

t same1077

a orre-1078
U
N

C
O

R
R

E

This ability to detect inconsistencies depends on
xistence of appropriate disjointness statements i
ntology the mappings point to. Alternatively, the
f disjointness mappings can provide the same ef

f we want to make clear that chemicals in Tambis
ot classified according to the functional view (wh
e just found to be not entirely true) we can also a
orresponding mapping stating that the image of ch
cals is disjoint from the extension of the functio
iew on chemicals. The definition of this mapping w
ave the same effect leading to an inconsistency a
cribed above.

.4.2. Derivation of mappings
Besides the possibility to detect inconsisten

n the mappings,we can also infer additional bri
ules between the same models based on existing
hereby making the complete mapping implied by
E
D

WEBSEM 26 1–19

s more general than complex chemicals. Finally,
ng that chemicals is disjoint from chemical substan
ould have implied that it is also disjoint from comp
hemicals.

.4.3. Merging local models
Another thing we would like to do based on

lignments is to compare the the local models (T
is and GALEN) with each other and derive sema
orrespondences between classes in these mod
ell. It turns out that we cannot really drive mappin
etween the two local models from their mapping
MLS, because referring to different interpretation
ains, we cannot compare the constraints impose

hese mappings. This situation changes, however,
e assume that the local models are to be merge

his case, their interpretation domain becomes the
nd we can use the constraints to derive semantic c
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spondences between concepts in the two models from1079

the existing mappings.1080

Fig. 6shows two examples of derived relations be-1081

tween concepts from GALEN and Tambis. The figure1082

shows two concepts from each, UMLS (upper part),1083

Tambis (lower left part) and GALEN (lower right part).1084

We assume that we have fixed the inconsistency de-1085

tected in the mapping from Tambis to UMLS by re-1086

moving the bridge rule relating chemical substances1087

to the structural view on chemicals and replacing it1088

by an equivalence between chemical substance and1089

chemicals in general. As the GALEN concept chem-1090

ical is also defined to be equivalent to Chemical, we1091

can derive that these two concepts are equivalent in1092

the merged ontology. Further, we defined the notion of1093

substance in Tambis to be more specific than the same1094

notion in UMLS which is again defined to be more1095

specific than generalized substance in GALEN. From1096

these mappings, we can derive that the Tambis notion1097

of substance is more specific than Generalized sub-1098

stance and add a corresponding axiom to the merged1099

ontology.1100

8. Conclusions1101

In this paper, we have shown how the syntax and the1102

semantics of OWL can be extended to deal with some1103

problems that could not otherwise be dealt with. The re-1104

sult is Context OWL (C-OWL), an extended language1105

w tex-1106

t nts1107

( out-1108

s es)1109

w of1110

g1111

re-1112

m is the1113

t lob-1114

a lize1115

w a-1116

t1117

pli-1118

c ree1119

c bis,1120

a bal1121

s tolo-1122

g and1123

sharing would have implied changing them. So, we use1124

C-OWL to state semantic mappings between them. Fur-1125

thermore, we show how, by means of logical reasoning1126

based on C-OWL semantics, additional semantic map-1127

pings can be derived on the basis of a set of initial1128

mappings. 1129
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